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a b s t r a c t
Bulk nanoporous tungsten as an extremely strong and low density nanocrystalline material was for the
ﬁrst time created to satisfy the need for advanced high performance materials that can endure harsh
environments. Synthesis of nanoporous tungsten was achieved by a unique procedure involving severe
plastic deformation of a coarse-grained tungsten-copper composite followed by selective dissolution of
the nobler copper phase. The used ammonium persulfate etching solution, in which the less noble tungsten is chemically stable, is proved to be effective in removing the nobler copper phase. A nanoporous microstructure characterized by a network of interconnected nanocrystalline tungsten ligaments and interconnected nanopores was obtained. Based on a high-resolution interface analysis, the underlined mechanisms for formation of the nanoporous tungsten structure were elucidated. Moreover, using nanoindentation we demonstrate that, due to the nanoscale microstructure, the created nanoporous tungsten
possesses outstanding strength, making it an attractive material for applications in radiation shielding.
© 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license. (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

1. Introduction
Tungsten (W) and W alloys are commonly applied as radiation
shielding materials in nuclear facilities [1], medical diagnosis systems [2], particle accelerators [3,4], and many other circumstances
to protect personnel and sensitive equipment from radiation. In industrial projects, there are two main types of radiation requiring
shielding materials: (i) X and gamma-rays radiation; (ii) neutron
radiation. W and W alloys can effectively attenuate or absorb ionizing X- and gamma-rays radiation as W has a high atomic number (Z) [5]. But in the neutron attenuation applications, their performance is quite ineffective, as the neutrons are uncharged and

Abbreviations: W, tungsten; GB, grain boundary; np, nanoporous; SPD, severe
plastic deformation; HPT, high pressure torsion; nc, nanocrystalline; 3D, threedimensional; (NH4 )2 S2 O8 , ammonium persulfate; WO3 , tungsten oxides; NaOH,
sodium hydroxide; SEM, scanning electron microscope; EDX, energy dispersive Xray spectrometer; FIB, focused ion beam; TEM, transmission electron microscope;
BF, bright ﬁeld; HR, high resolution; STEM, scanning transmission electron microscope; SAED, selected area electron diffraction; FFT, fast Fourier transform; HAADF,
high-angle annular dark ﬁeld; PB, phase boundary; CSM, continuous stiffness measurement.
∗
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can simply pass through them. On the contrary, materials composed of low Z elements, such as the compounds of hydrogen
and boron, are preferable for stopping this type of radiation because they have a higher probability of forming cross-section that
will interact with the neutrons through elastic scattering. However,
the materials composed of low Z elements can emit gamma-rays
when blocking neutrons, meaning that neutron radiation shielding
is most effective when it incorporates both high and low Z element
[6].
W materials are presently considered as top candidates for
plasma-facing armor or shield component and as structural component in DEMO designs due to their mechanical strength, high
melting point, good thermal conductivity, high sputter threshold,
and low sputtering yield [7]. For these applications, tungsten
will be exposed to high doses of low energy helium and neutron
radiation of approximately hundreds of dpa for an anticipated 3–5
year lifetime [8,9], which leads to radiation damage denoted by
the formation of interstitial loops, dislocations, vacancy clusters,
helium bubbles and cavities [10,11]. The radiation damage alters
the mechanical properties [12,13] of the material and changes
its microstructure [14–16]. The detrimental changes in mechanical properties such as swelling [12], embrittlement [17] and
hardening [18] can lead to failure of the components [12]. In
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order to extend the life time of current nuclear reactors and to
develop next generation nuclear reactors, it is essential to discover
novel materials or to alter the existing materials that resist the
microstructural damage and the consequent mechanical properties
degradation when exposed to extreme neutron or ion particle
irradiation [12].
Metallic foams (i.e. porous metals) are materials with the potential to show radiation resistance as the free surfaces are perfect sinks for radiation-induced point defects. In the case of nuclear fuels, which develop a natural foam-forming tendency due to
ﬁssion gas accumulation, the idea of starting with a porous structure to accommodate the gas has been proposed for advanced fuels [19]. Metallic foams possess also a number of other positive attributes such as low density, large surface area and excellent thermal properties [20]. These properties render them as promising
candidates to be studied as future radiation shielding materials. In
general, there are three different types of metallic foams: open cell,
closed cell, or a combination of the two [21]. The open-cell foam,
comprising of a network of interconnected solid ligaments and interconnected pores, allows the continuous penetration of the gas
or ﬂuid media. By inﬁltrating the empty pores with hydrogen or
boron compounds, these open-cell metallic foams would possess
excellent radiation shielding capability in thermal neutron attenuation experiments as well [22]. However, common open-cell metallic foams (ligament size >> 500 nm) cannot meet the requirements
for their use as radiation-resistant materials especially in such extreme environments as nuclear reactors, as their ligaments behave
as bulk materials and tend to accumulate damage, and their stiffness and strength governed by cell wall bending for all loading
conditions is comparatively low [23].
Nanostructuring has long been known as a useful ductilization
and toughening strategy for W plasma-facing armor and structural
materials, as the yield strength signiﬁcantly increases due to grain
size reﬁnement [1,24,25]. Meanwhile, radiation-induced embrittlement is mitigated by nanostructures that contain a high density
of sinks, such as grain boundaries (GBs) and free surfaces, so as
to annihilate radiation-induced point defects [26] and to trap He
[27]. Metallic foams with grains and pores at the nanoscale, i.e.
nanofoams, are therefore expected to exhibit excellent mechanical properties and superior irradiation endurance, as they have
an extremely large amount of interfaces including GBs and free
surfaces.
The integration of computer simulations and experiments on
model np Au ﬁlms [28] show that, for a given temperature, there
exists a window in the foam parameter space of radiation dose
versus ligament size where such materials would show radiation
tolerance. The borders to this window arise from the combined
effect of two nanoscale characteristic length scales: (i) if the ligament diameters are below the sizes of collision cascades (usually several nm), the ligament melts and breaks; (ii) once the
ligament diameters are above the distance that defects migrate
(depending on defects diffusivity) in the time interval between cascades (depending on the dose rate), the ligament behaves as a bulk
material and tends to accumulate damage. In between these dimensions is the window of optimal length scales where the defect
migration to the ligament surface is faster than the time between
successive cascades, ensuring eﬃcient defect recovery and radiation resistance. In-situ TEM observation of nanoporous (np) Ag
(ligament size: 40 nm) [29] and np Au (ligament size: 30–50 nm)
[30] upon heavy Kr ion irradiation demonstrated their signiﬁcantly
better radiation tolerance compared to the coarse-grained, fully
dense counterparts.
Through a comprehensive study on the mechanical response of
the model np Au, Hodge et al. demonstrated that, when the ligament size is below 500 nm, the foam strength follows a scaling law
that is governed by ligament size in addition to relative density

[31]. That is, the yield strength of a metallic foam can simply be
increased by decreasing the ligament length scale [31,32]. For Au
foams with ligaments of 15 nm in diameter, the ligament strength
approaches the theoretical strength of Au [32].
W seems to be ideally suited as a base material for such an
open-cell nanofoam, however, it has not yet been created due to
its less noble properties. Therefore, it would be of great value
and scientiﬁc interest to tailor such a novel material, which combines the beneﬁcial properties of W with the positive attributes of
nanofoams. Similar to np Au, np W is expected to have a ligamentsize-dependent radiation resistance and mechanical behavior. In
this work, nanoporous W made of nanocrystalline W grains and
nanoscale W ligaments will be created for achieving the potential
of extraordinary strength and concurrent radiation shielding capability.
A classical method to obtain np structures is selective dissolution of less noble elements from an alloy by chemical [33] and
electrochemical [34,35] dealloying, which was mostly applied to
noble model systems such as Au [33], Ag [35] and Cu [33,34,36].
In this work, we use a unique procedure involving severe plastic deformation (SPD) of immiscible binary metal systems [37,38]
followed by selective phase dissolution of the unwanted phase.
This avoids the steps of alloying and dealloying in the classical
method and therefore lifts thermodynamic constraints. So far ultraﬁne porous Cu [39] and nanoporous Au [40,41] structures have
been successfully manufactured by utilizing this strategy. In this
procedure, the second phase is the key for successful nanostructuring via SPD and subsequent selective dissolution, which in general
has to fulﬁll four requirements: (i) immiscible with W to avoid alloying and dealloying; (ii) ductile and soft to compensate for the
brittle and hard W. Otherwise, SPD is challenging to proceed due
to the mechanical limitations of the used dies (e.g. anvils used in
high pressure torsion, HPT) [42]; (iii) chemically stable in air as
SPD will be executed in air; (iv) more chemically active than W so
that it can be selectively removed in a speciﬁc solution. Previous
work indicates that the ﬁrst three requirements can be easily fulﬁlled by Cu. And W-Cu composites with an average grain size of
10–20 nm have been successfully fabricated by HPT at room temperature [38,43,44]. The only concern is the last point, as W is less
noble than Cu according to the standard electrode potential [45].
Therefore, to achieve reverse phase dissolution (i.e., selectively remove the noble Cu component and result in a porous structure of
the relatively active W component) turns out to be the challenge.
So far, it has been reported that the reverse phase dissolution can
be achieved by controlling the etching conditions, e.g. by employing a metallic melt instead of an aqueous solution [46], or by using
an etching system in which the more active component is passivated [47–49].
In general, the main objective of this work is to create novel
np W foams and to investigate their mechanical behavior. We will
ﬁrstly produce nanocrystalline (nc) W-Cu composites through a
unique fabrication route of SPD and then obtain the np W foam
structures by fulﬁlling selective dissolution of the nobler Cu component using an etching solution system in which the less noble
W is chemically stable. Subsequently, we will characterize the microstructure of the created porous materials to analyze how the
etching solutions affect the resulting np structures. In many radiation shielding applications, proper mechanical properties are a
prerequisite [50,51]. Therefore, here we use depth-sensing nanoindentation to study the mechanical properties of the created W
foam, as it enables determination of fundamental mechanical properties and parameters indicating the predominating deformation
mechanism [31,40,41,52,53]. The yield strength and elastic modulus of the created nanoporous W will be determined and compared to the scaling law predictions of their macroscopic foam
counterparts.
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Fig. 1. Microstructure of the W-Cu composite before and after HPT: (a) SEM image of initial structure, (b) saturated microstructure after HPT (typically for radii ranging from
∼1 to 4 mm), (c) microhardness before and after HPT.

2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Precursor synthesis
The approach to fabricate nc W-Cu composites is via the SPD
method of HPT. A detailed introduction on HPT of immiscible
W-Cu composite systems can be found in Refs. [38,43]. Due to
the immiscibility of W and Cu at ambient temperatures, sharp
W/Cu interfaces are expected, which is beneﬁcial to achieve a
fairly pure W skeleton structure after dealloying. Coarse-grained
W-20 wt.% Cu composite materials (see Fig. 1a) purchased from
Goodfellow (England) were used as starting material. This gives
a Cu volume percentage ratio of 35% and an W:Cu atomic ratio
of 58:42 (W58 Cu42 ). HPT was performed on discs with a diameter of 8 mm and a thickness of 0.8∼0.9 mm, and processed at a
pressure of 7.5 GPa with a rotational speed of 1.2 rpm for above
60 turns to reach a saturated structure (typically at radii ranging from ∼1 to 4 mm, as revealed by microstructure observation
in Fig. 1b and Vickers’ microhardness test in Fig. 1c). The resulting product is a disk with a diameter of 8 mm and a thickness
of around 0.55 mm. Prior to reverse phase dissolution, an additional heat treatment was conducted at 300 °C for 1 h in a vacuum furnace to reduce the amount of forced mechanical mixing between W and Cu (about 5 at.% W dissolved in Cu and
4 at.% Cu in W for W-25 wt.% Cu was estimated in Ref. [38]). Note
that 300 °C is around 30% of the melting point of Cu, even higher
heat treatment temperatures will potentially lead to coarsening of
the nc W-Cu composites, especially to preferential accumulation of
Cu phase. Prior to heat treatment, the fabricated composite samples were subjected to grinding and mirror polishing on one side
for microstructural observations. As shown in Fig. 1b, W and Cu
components are uniformly distributed and the grain sizes are substantially decreased after HPT, resulting in a signiﬁcant microhardness increase from ∼200 to ∼720 HV0.5 (Fig. 1b). Note that for each
data point shown in Fig. 1c, at least 3 indents were performed at
a load of 500 g.
2.2. Foam processing
Porous W structures were developed by free corrosion of the
nc W-Cu precursor. In Table 1, the used etching solution, the corresponding chemical etching mechanism and the etching time are
given. Ammonium persulfate ((NH4 )2 S2 O8 ) was selected as etchant,
as its aqueous solution is often used to dissolve Cu products
[54,55], and meanwhile the less noble W turns out to be chemi-

Table 1
Parameters used for porous W synthesis by reverse phase dissolution (i.e. selective
dissolution of the nobler element) at room temperature.
Etchant
Etching mechanism

Etching time

(NH4 )2 S2 O8 (23 g/100 ml H2 O)
Cu+(NH4 )2 S2 O8 →CuSO4 +(NH4 )2 SO4
(NH4 )2 S2 O8 +2H2 O→H2 SO4 +(NH4 )2 SO4 +H2 O2
Cu+H2 O2 +H2 SO4 →CuSO4 +H2 O
1/6 HPT disk: 18 h;
TEM sample: 18 h.

cally stable against their attack. The applied concentration of the
used etchant enables a relative high etching speed. Etching was
performed by just immersing 1/6 HPT disk (with one side polished) into the etching solution for a certain time. Here we should
note that all surfaces of the specimen were etched, as they were
all surrounded by the etching solution. After wards, the samples
were taken from the beaker and transferred into distilled water
for 30 min to remove the etchants. To remove tungsten oxides
(WO3 ) possibly formed because of hydrogen evolutional corrosion,
samples were additionally immersed into 2 wt.% sodium hydroxide (NaOH) for 30 min, and eventually washed several times in distilled water and dried by warm air. Visual inspection showed that
the samples lost their original metallic luster after etching, but no
cracking or fragmentation was detected.
2.3. Microstructural characterization
The microstructure is characterized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, LEO 1525, Carl Zeiss GmbH, Germany) equipped with
an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX). Prior to SEM observation, the surfaces were subjected to mechanical grinding by
SiC paper and chemo-mechanical polishing by silicic acid solution.
Here the polished surface of porous metals was obtained by polishing before etching. A femtosecond laser system [56] was used to
produce cross-section specimens for sub-surface observation. The
laser system contains a focused ion beam column (Orsay Physics
Ga+ ion FIB) and an integrated femtosecond laser (OneFive Origami
10XP). The femtosecond laser offers a fast processing of arbitrary
structures, while the FIB allows a precise rework. Through EDX
analysis, the overall composition of the investigated materials was
determined.
A transmission electron microscope (TEM) JEOL 2100F (JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan) operating at 200 kV was used for acquiring bright
ﬁeld (BF) and high-resolution (HR) TEM images. A TEM JEOL
2200F also operating at 200 kV was used for acquiring scanning
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Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the nanocrystalline W-Cu precursor after etching in (NH4 )2 S2 O8 for 18 h. (a): Femtosecond laser processed cross-section. (b): FIB reworked crosssection. The etching front is marked by a yellow dashed line. (c): Schematic drawing showing the location of the observed cross-section in the specimen. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

TEM (STEM) images. TEM samples were prepared by mechanical
polishing, dimpling with diamond paste as well as ﬁnal Ar ion
milling. The phase constitution and crystalline nature (single crystalline or polycrystalline) were determined by selected area electron diffraction (SAED). BF-TEM and HR-TEM analyses were utilized
to document the microstructure on a nanometer scale. From HRTEM images and the corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
patterns, lattice features (fringes) and spacings of the nanomaterial structure within the area of interest can be clearly seen, thus
further discerning the crystalline nature and obtaining information
on lattice defects. The combination of EDX mapping with STEM using a high-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) mode was used to acquire the compositional information at the nanoscale especially at
the interfaces (including GBs and phase boundaries (PBs)).
2.4. Mechanical testing
The mechanical properties, including the deformation behavior under compressive stress, yield strength and Young’s modulus, were obtained by depth-sensing nanoindentation using a G200
Nanoindenter (KLA Corporation, USA) equipped with a Berkovich
tip from Synton-MDP (Switzerland). Indentations were applied on
the specimen surfaces polished before selective phase dissolution.
For each specimen, 10 nanoindentation tests were conducted for
ensuring the test accuracy and minimizing the experimental errors. All nanoindentation experiments were performed with a constant strain rate of 0.05 s−1 . The continuous stiffness measurement
(CSM) method was applied to track hardness and modulus as a
function of the indentation depth.
3. Experimental results
3.1. SEM microstructure observation
As the goal is to create a nanoporous bulk material, the depthdepended evolution of porosity is considered in Fig. 2a and b.
Fig. 2c is a schematic drawing showing the location of the observed specimen cross-section. Note that the distances in the vertical direction of Fig. 2a and b are compressed by a factor of 0.71, as
the cross-sections were horizontally titled by ∼45° with respect to
the viewing plane. The femtosecond laser processed cross-section
is shown in Fig. 2a, where two layers with different morphology
are clearly observed for each sample. EDX analysis indicates that
Cu is absent in the as-etched region (upper layer, with a thickness of ∼15 μm), conﬁrming a complete removal of Cu via the
(NH4 )2 S2 O8 etching solution. This also indicates that the formed
pores after the removal of Cu are interconnected, ensuring the
deeper permeation of etching solution into the specimen and thus
leading to an open-cell W foam structure in the as-etched region. The different appearances in as-etched and unetched regions

(Fig. 2a) are probably due to the different ablation characteristics
of nc W-Cu precursor and porous W during the laser ablation process. Besides, a homogeneous permeation of etching solution over
the observed sample surface area is noticed, as the etching front
appears rather parallel to the etched surface. The FIB reworked
cross-section is given in Fig. 2b. It clearly unveils the porous structure nearby the etching front. In the as-etched region, pores are
shown as dark contrast and uniformly distributed in the W matrix.
3.2. TEM characterization of various nanostructures
As noticed from Fig. 2, the formed pores and ligaments in
(NH4 )2 S2 O8 are much ﬁner and challenging to resolve in the SEM
images. Thus, to unveil the nanostructure of the nc W-Cu precursor
(Fig. 1b) and np W produced using (NH4 )2 S2 O8 solution (Fig. 2b),
TEM techniques are employed. The observed surfaces in Fig. 3 are
parallel to the HPT disk and located in the microstructure saturated
region. Fig. 3a and e are STEM images using HAADF mode, which
give a good mass contrast to distinguish different phases. As indicated by SAED patterns in Fig. 3d and h, the polycrystalline nature
of the W grains remains unchanged. The absence of Cu phase in
Fig. 3h demonstrates a complete removal of Cu in the as-etched nc
W-Cu. This is in a good agreement with EDX analysis at the subsurface (Fig. 2). From the SAED pattern analysis, the bright phase in
Fig. 3a and e are deduced to be W grains, which in unetched state
(Fig. 3a) show no observable difference in both size and morphology from the as-etched condition (Fig. 3e). Thus, the morphology
and size of W grains in nc W-Cu precursor are conserved into the
resulting np W. Fig. 3b and c are low-mag and high-mag BF-TEM
images of the nc W-Cu precursor, respectively. Many grains with
an average size of ∼15 nm are observed. Fig. 3f and g show the
np W structures acquired by using (NH4 )2 S2 O8 etching solution. It
is characterized by interconnected pores with an average size of
20 nm and ligaments comprising of 1–3 W grains (∼15–45 nm, on
average 25 nm). As selective dissolution of Cu was processed without noticeably changing the grain structures, i.e., Cu nanoparticles
are in-situ substituted by nanopores during the etching process,
the pore size in the np W (Fig. 3e-g) is roughly regarded as the
size of the Cu nanoparticles in the nc W-Cu precursor (Fig. 3a–c).
Fig. 4 shows an EDX mapping of the nc W-Cu precursor coupled with HAADF-STEM imaging, from which the distribution of
detected elements (including W, Cu and O) are clearly revealed.
Fig. 4c indicates that the grains with a bright contrast and the
matrix with a dark contrast in Fig. 4a are W and Cu, respectively.
The grains detected in Fig. 4b and c with an average size of
∼15 nm are thus conﬁrmed to be W grains. Three categories of
W grains are herein observed: (i) W grains connected by type I
GB, e.g., W grain 1 and 2 in Fig. 4a, (ii) W grains connected by
type II GB, i.e., an intermediate layer consisting of W, Cu and
O elements (Fig. 4a, marked by a yellow double headed arrow),
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Fig. 3. Nanocrystalline W-Cu precursor (a–d) and nanoporous W (e–h). (a) and (e): STEM-HAADF images, (b) and (f): BF-TEM images, (c) and (g): higher magniﬁed BF-TEM
images, (d) and (h): SAED patterns. Note the dark contrast phases in (a) and (e) are Cu and pores, respectively.

Fig. 4. Chemical composition distribution of W, Cu and O in the nanocrystalline W-Cu precursor: (a) HAADF-STEM image, (b) multiple element EDX mapping, (c) separated
view of W, Cu and O. The double headed arrows with different colors represent different types of intermediate layers between two adjacent W grains. Two closely connected
W grains are marked with number 1 and 2.

(iii) W grains separated by Cu nanoparticles (Fig. 4a, marked by
a red double-headed arrow). In Fig. 4b W/Cu PBs are shown as
a layer consisting W, Cu and O elements. Moreover, from the
HAADF-STEM image (Fig. 4a) it is noticed that the brittle W
grains are discontinuously distributed in the ductile Cu matrix.
This is quite understandable because in the HPT process of hardsoft immiscible systems, the deformation is governed by strong
plasticity in the softer Cu phase, together with heavy elongation
and repeated fracture of the harder W particles [37,57]. HR-TEM
images shown in Fig. 5 reveal the crystal lattice at the interfaces.

Fig. 5a shows a clean and sharp W GB, which corresponds to type
I GB in Fig. 4a. The type II GB and W/Cu PB in Fig. 4a are revealed
as intermediate layers with a thickness of ∼1–3 nm (Fig. 5b) and
∼1–2 nm (Fig. 5c), respectively. Due to the coexistence of W, Cu
and O elements (Fig. 3b and c), type II GBs (Fig. 5b) and W/Cu PBs
(Fig. 5c) exhibit lattice structures completely different from the W
and Cu grains. HR-TEM images in Fig. 6 show the crystal lattice
of the tailored np W. W grains in the regions around the pore are
connected by low-defective W GBs (i.e., type I W GB). No type II
W GBs are observed in the tailored np W (Fig. 6a). As shown in
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Fig. 5. HR-TEM images of nanocrystalline W-Cu precursor showing: (a) type I W GB, (b) type II W GB, (c) W/Cu PB. The FFT patterns for different grains are displayed below
the corresponding HR-TEM image. White dashed lines are the indications for the regions of type II W GB and W/Cu PB.

Fig. 6. (a) HR-TEM image of np W showing the lattice structures around a pore. W GBs are indicated by yellow dashed lines. A highly distorted area along the free surface
(i.e. pore/W interface) is highlighted by a blue dashed line. (b) Higher magniﬁed HR-TEM image showing the blue rectangular area given in (a). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

detail in Fig. 6b, the W/pore interface (i.e., W free surface) appears
to have many atomic kinks and lattice defects.

3.3. Nanoindentation test
Fig. 7a shows the load-displacement (P-h) indentation curves
obtained from nanoindentation tests on the polished surface
of the created W nanofoam. Solid nc W fabricated by HPT of
coarse-grained, fully dense W at 300 °C with a saturated grain
size of 130 nm is taken as a reference and compared to the
created W nanofoam. As the goal of nanoindentation is to sense
the mechanical response of an ensamble of ligaments and pores
instead of the individual ligaments, an indentation depth deep
enough to characterize the strength of the foams is a necessary
prerequisite [58]. Therefore, based on the ligament size of the
tested materials, a peak load of 670 mN was applied for the solid
nc W, resulting in maximum indentation depths around 20 0 0 nm.
For the np W, the maximum indentation depth was controlled to

10 0 0 nm, corresponding to an applied peak load of ∼110 mN. Note
that these two indent depths correspond to approximately 13%
and 7% of the total thickness of the as-etched layers, respectively.
The loading sections of the P-h curves for different indents on
the sample surface are often overlapped, indicating a good reproducibility of the experiments. Fig. 7b and c show residual indent
impressions on the polished surface. In comparison to the solid
nc W (Fig. 7c), the residual indent impression of the created W
nanofoam (Fig. 7b) reveals that the deformation is contained in
the contact area with the involvement of minor cracking near the
surface. Neither pileup of material nor deformation adjacent to the
residual impression was observed.
The hardness and reduced Young’s modulus values were calculated by analyzing the P-h indentation curves using the OliverPharr method [59], and displayed in Fig. 8a and b versus displacement, respectively. The np W shows a nanoindentation behavior similar to the solid nc W. At indentation depths smaller than
250 nm, the np W and solid nc W appear to be harder than at
larger indentation depths, which could be due to the indentation
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Fig. 7. Nanoindentation experiments on the polished surface of the created np W in comparison to solid nc W: (a) load versus displacement curves using a Berkovich tip,
(b-c) SEM micrographs of the residual indent impressions.

the morphology of the plastic zone underneath the indenter tip
and strongly depends on Poission’s ratio v [21,62]. In the case of
dense materials (v = 0.28 for solid W [63]), the yield strength σ s
is related to the hardness H by σ s = 1/3 H (C∗ = 3). Thus, the yield
strength assessed from the hardness data is 3.4 GPa for the solid nc
W. However, in the case of porous metals, the determination of C∗
demands some more considerations. The Poisson’s ratio υ f for the
tailored np W foam with a porosity of 0.35 could be predicted by
following the analytical model developed by Pal for a concentrated
pore-solid composite [63,64]:


ϕ ϕmax /4
υ f ( ϕ ) = ( 1 + υ0 ) 1 −
−1
ϕmax

Fig. 8. Nanoindentation experiments on the polished surface of the created np W
in comparison to the solid nc W: (a) hardness versus displacement, (b) reduced
modulus versus displacement.

size effect [60] or contact imperfections. For indentation depths in
excess of ∼500 nm, an almost constant hardness of ∼5.3(±0.3) GPa
and ∼10.3(±0.3) GPa is observed for the np W and the solid nc W,
respectively. As observed in Fig. 8b, the reduced Young’s modulus
of the np W and solid nc W remains constant at 120.8 ± 5.8 GPa
at indentation depths between 200 and 500 nm and at 335.8(±9.9)
GPa at indentation depths ranging from 500 to 1500 nm, respectively.
Since the hardness H is proportional to the indentation ﬂow
stress σ via the constraint factor C∗ by H = C∗ •σ [61], the strength
was assessed from the hardness values obtained by the indentation experiments described above. The value of C∗ is related to

(1)

where, ϕ is the porosity level, ϕ max is the maximum packing volume fraction of pores with spherical or near spherical morphology, v0 is the Poisson’s ratio of the solid, i.e., 0.28 [63]. For the tailored np W, the maximum packing volume fraction of pores ϕ max
is taken as 0.637 for random close packing of monosized spherical pores in the analytical model [63]. Thus, the Poisson’s ratio υ f
is analytically predicted as 0.127 by Eq. (1), which lays between
that of fully dense W (v = 0.28 [63]) and of a low-porosity W cellular solid (v = 0 [21]). This non-zero Poisson’s ratio for np foams
is also reported by Balk et al. [65], whose tensile and compression
tests indicated a Poission ratio about 0.16 for np Au. According to
Ref. [62], in which the constraint factor C∗ is described to increase
rapidly from unity toward the standard quoted value of 3 as the
Possion’s ratio increases from zero, v = 0.127 results in a constraint
factor C∗ of ∼2.6. Accordingly, a yield strength of 2.04 GPa is determined. The yield strength of macroscopic W foam counterparts
(i.e. open-cell W materials with porosity at length scales larger
than that of nanoporous foams) can be predicted by the Gibson
and Ashby scaling law:

σ ∗ = C1 σs

 ρ ∗ n
ρs

(2)

where σ s and ρ s are the yield strength and the density of the fully
dense material, and ρ ∗ is the density of porous W [21]. ρ ∗ /ρ s is the
relative density of porous W, and C1 and n are constants. The proportionality C1 describes the cell geometry and density exponent
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n depends on the formation mechanism of the cell. Experimental
data indicates that a wide range of open-cell foam materials can be
adequately described by C1 = 0.3 and n = 1.5 [21]. Using the yield
strength of the solid pure W with an average grain size of ∼130 nm
(σ s = 3.4 GPa), the scaling law predicts that the yield strength of
macroscopic foam W with a relative density of 0.65 is 0.53 GPa. In
comparison, the tailored np W exhibits a yield strength ∼3.8 times
higher than the scaling law predicted macroscopic W foam. This
discrepancy is likely to be inﬂuenced by mechanical size effects
(i.e. differences in grain/ligament sizes), which will be discussed in
Section 4.2.
The Young’s modulus of the np W and the solid nc W is extracted from the unloading curves based on the standard expression of nanoindentation theory [59], which takes both the elastic
response of the indenter and indented material into account:

1
Er ( ϕ )

=

1 − υd2
Ed

+

1 − υ 2f (ϕ )
E f (ϕ )

(3)

The elastic modulus Ed and Poisson’s ratio vd of diamond were
used for the indenter properties, i.e., Ed = 1140 GPa and vd = 0.07
[40]. The reduced Young’s modulus of the tailored np W and solid
nc W is measured as 120.8 and 335.8 GPa, respectively, resulting in
a Young’s modulus of 133.0 and 437.3 GPa as described by Eq. (3).
In analogy to Eq. (2), the Young’s modulus of the macroscopic W
foam counterparts can also be predicted by the Gibson and Ashby
scaling law:

E ∗ = C2 Es

 ρ ∗ n
ρs

(4)

where Es is the Young’s modulus of the solid W, the proportionality
constant C2 describes the cell geometry and the density exponent
n describes the elastic cell formation via ligament bending [21].
Experimental data obtained from open-cell foam materials are usually well ﬁtted by using C2 = 1 and n = 2. Using the Young’s modulus of the solid pure W with an average grain size of 130 nm as
a reference, the scaling law predicts a Young’s modulus of 184 GPa
for the macroscopic W foam, which is in the same order of magnitude as the determined one for the np W (133 GPa).
4. Discussion
As introduced before, the (NH4 )2 S2 O8 solutions can be utilized
for the successful removal of the nobler Cu phase in the fabricated
nc W-Cu precursor. It is well known that the formation of a np
structure is a thermally activated process and that the nanoporosity evolution is controlled by surface diffusion of the remaining
element along the metal/solution interfaces [65–67]. Therefore, in
this section the formation mechanism for the porous structure is
elucidated based on the Arrhenius equation for surface diffusion
[68]. Moreover, nanoindentation tests revealed that the np W created by using (NH4 )2 S2 O8 solution exhibits an outstanding yield
strength outperforming scaling law predictions of the macroscopic
W foams. Thus, at the end of this section, the ultra-high strength
in the created np W foams are interpreted.
4.1. Porous structure formation mechanism
Fig. 3 shows that the grain size and structure of the nc W-Cu
precursor are retained into the created np W by using (NH4 )2 S2 O8
etching solution. This indicates that the (NH4 )2 S2 O8 solution has
little inﬂuence on the surface diffusion of W atoms. Thus, the volume percentage, size and distribution of the second Cu phase in
the nc W-Cu precursors are very important for the ﬁnal np W
structures when using (NH4 )2 S2 O8 as the etchant.
The high-resolution microstructure observations for the nc WCu precursor and the created np W (Figs. 3–6) indicates a local surface diffusion of W atoms over a short distance during the etching

Fig. 9. Schematic illustration for the formation of nanoporous W structure by selective phase dissolution of the nanocrystalline W-Cu precursor in (NH4 )2 S2 O8 etching
solution. Cu grains are located respectively at the left and right sides of W grains.
A diffusion of W atoms over a short range takes place for the formation of strong
low-defective W GBs.

process. Such a surface diffusion is deduced to take place at type II
W GBs (Fig. 5b) and W/Cu PBs (Fig. 5c) at the nanoscale. As illustrated in Fig. 9, adatoms, step adatoms and kink atoms described in
the terrace ledge kink model [69] (displayed as dark grey spheres)
are formed along these interfaces after Cu atoms (shown as orange
spheres) are etched away. As compared to the surface and bulk W
atoms (shown as bright grey spheres), these atoms are much more
mobile, as fewer bonds need to be broken to form an adatomvacancy pair, leading to a decrease in the activation energy for surface diffusion [69]. Driven by the reduction of surface free energy
[70], the rearrangement of these mobile W atoms occurs to form
low-defective W GBs instead of defect-rich W GBs (Fig. 6).
Figs. 4 and 5 reveal the existence of Cu at type II W GBs and
W/Cu PBs in the nc W-Cu precursor. This can be explained by the
forced mutual solid solution of W and Cu during HPT and subsequent insuﬃcient annealing (300 °C for 1 h). Moreover, a low concentration of O, preferably at type II W GBs and W/Cu PBs, is unexpectedly detected. The low amount of O detected in the regions
of W and Cu grains is quite understandable, as the surface may get
oxidized during and after TEM specimen preparation. A more careful observation of Fig. 4c shows that O is much more detectable in
W than in Cu. This phenomenon is quite abnormal, as in comparison to W, Cu is more active in the reaction with O and tends to
have a higher solubility with O. As seen in Fig. 4a, which displays
a good depth contrast, W is much thicker than Cu because W is
more sputtering-resistant to the bombardment of Ar ions during
the TEM sample preparation by Ar ion beam thinning. A thicker W
layer gives more O signal than the thinner one. Therefore, such an
abnormal phenomenon is presumably caused by the thickness difference in the two different phases, which apparently overwhelms
the difference in the chemical activity and solubility. The O originally existing in the coarse-grained W-Cu (trace amount, not being
able to be detected by EDX analysis, introduced during its production history) probably contributes to the comparatively high O concentration at type II W GBs and W/Cu PBs (Fig. 4), as O tends to
segregate preferentially at interfaces instead of inside grains during
the fabrication [71–73].
According to the phase diagram of W-O [74] and Cu-O [75],
the existing phases at low oxygen levels should be W, Cu, WO3
and Cu2 O. Assuming that the oxygen-containing intermediate layers (including type II W GBs and W/Cu PBs) consist of an ∼1 nm
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WO3 layer around W grains (15 nm on average) and ∼1 nm Cu2 O
layer on Cu grains (20 nm on average), a simple calculation based
on mixture rules gives an oxygen amount of 0.58 wt.% (4.8 at.%).
This value is actually much higher than the real value, as the lattice
structure in Fig. 5 shows that Cu and W at type II W GBs and W/Cu
PBs are not fully oxidized. However this overestimated O value
conﬁrms that oxygen is at a low level state and would exist as
WO3 and Cu2 O. Impurities such as O would decrease the strength
of W GBs and thus embrittle W based materials [76]. However, as
demonstrated by the high-resolution interface analysis (Figs. 5 and
6), the detrimental O can be removed presumably in the form of
Cu2 O during the etching process and possibly as WO3 during the
immersing in NaOH solution.
4.2. Interpretation of the ultra-high strength
The residual nanoindentation impressions in Fig. 7 reveal that
the deformation of the created np foam is conﬁned to the area
under the indenter with the involvement of minor cracking near
the surface. This indicates that the residual impression of the np
W is predominantly the result of plastic ﬂow and the ligaments
in the np W are plastically deformable [58]. In analogy to np Au
foams [32,77,79], the deviation in the yield strength from the scaling law predicted macroscopic foam counterparts is also noticed
for the tailored np W foams. The Gibson and Ashby scaling law is
predominantly valid for homogeneous macroscopic foam structures
with ligaments L >> 500 nm and relative density ρ ∗ /ρ s < 0.1 [31].
For the tailored W foam with a ligament size of 25 nm and a relative density of 0.65, as interpreted below in detail, the observed
differences between the experimental data and the Ashby and Gibson model predictions are due to its nanoscale microstructure and
its high relative density.
Many researchers have observed that the effect of ligament size
on ligament strength is evident when the ligament size is at the
nanoscale [31,78,79]. There are also several explanations for such a
size effect [31,80,81]. Based on the research of the plastic behavior
of np Au foams, Hodge et al. revealed that the yield strength of the
individual ligaments (σ lig ) is dependent on the ligament size (L) by
following the Hall-Petch-like equation given below [31]:

σlig = σ + kL−1/2

(5)

where k is a material constant. By incorporating Eq. (5) into
Ashby and Gibson’s model expression, a new scaling law given as
Eq. (6) is formed [31]:

 ρ ∗ 3 / 2
σ ∗ = 0.3
(σ + kL−1/2 )
ρs

(6)

However, this new scaling law is accurately applied to np foams
with a relative density lower than 0.3 [31]. At even higher relative
densities, Eq. (7) including the corrections to the equation of the
density is developed to better rationalize the observed differences
between the experimental data and Ashby and Gibson’s model predictions [82]:

 ρ ∗ 3 / 2 
 ρ ∗ 1 / 2 
σ ∗ = 0.23
1+
(σ + kL−1/2 )
ρs
ρs

(7)

For the tailored np W with a relative density of 0.65 and an
average ligament size of 25 nm, the Hall-Petch constants for tungsten (H0 = 350 kg/mm2 , ky = 10 kg/mm−3/2 , given in terms of hardness) [83] were used for the yield stress calculation of the individual ligaments by applying Eq. (5). As a result, a yield strength
of 1.21 and 1.67 GPa is predicted by Eqs. (6) and (7) for the tailored np W, respectively. In comparison to 0.53 GPa predicted by
Gibson and Ashby scaling law for the macroscopic foam counterparts, it is noticed that the nanoscale ligament size contributes
dominantly to the ultra-high yield strength of the tailored np W
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foam. Eq. (7) provides a better ﬁt to the experimentally determined strength value (2.04 GPa), revealing the high relative density
plays also a role to the ultra-high strength. Moreover, it should be
mentioned that the ligaments produced by the used unique foam
processing method have a distinct nanocrystalline structure. Thus,
the nanostructured grains in the np W would act as an additional
strengthening effect, since the high density of GBs would effectively inhibit the transmission of dislocations from adjacent grains,
resulting in dislocation pile-up and thus even higher yield stresses.
5. Conclusions
Aiming to satisfy the need for advanced high performance materials that can endure harsh irradiation environments, nanoporous
W with ultra-strong ligaments is created by applying a unique
technique. This consists of the fabrication of nanocrystalline W-Cu
precursors by severe plastic deformation and reverse selective dissolution of the nobler Cu phase. The research results show that
in the used (NH4 )2 S2 O8 etching solutions Cu can be eﬃciently removed while the less noble W stays unattacked. Moreover, the W
grain structure of the nanocrystalline W-Cu precursor is well retained during the etching process, indicating that the (NH4 )2 S2 O8
solution has little inﬂuence on the surface diffusion of W atoms.
Nevertheless, owing to the creation of mobile W atoms at the interfaces after the removal of Cu atoms, surface diffusion over a
short range occurs to form low-defective W grain boundaries. As
a result, strong-bonded and interconnected W ligaments consisting of 1–3 W nanocrystals are formed in the tailored porous structure. Nanoindentation tests reveal that the yield strength of the
nanoporous W reaches up to 2.04 GPa, which is ∼3.8 times higher
than the Gibson and Ashby scaling law predictions of the macroscopic foam counterparts. By adopting new scaling equations to
rationalize the deviation between the experimental data and the
Gibson and Ashby scaling law predictions, it is revealed that the
ultra-high strength of the tailored nanoporous W is derived from
its nanoscale ligament size, its high relative density and its distinct
nanocrystalline architecture.
It is worth to mention that, by adopting the new scaling laws
proposed by Hodge [31] and Fan [82] et al., this work provides an
explanation for the discrepancy in the yield strength between the
experimental values and the Gibson-Ashby scaling law prediction
values. However, as the relative density and the internal structures
(e.g. ligament size) of the created nanoporous W are not varied,
the rationality of the adopted new scaling laws in predicting the
yield strength of nanoporous W with different relative densities
and internal structures remains an open question. Therefore, in our
future work, nanoporous W with tunable relative densities will be
developed by using different nc W1-x Cux (X, the weight percentage
of Cu) precursors, which are produced by severe plastic deformation of W1-x Cux powers or bulk composites. Besides, to investigate
the link of internal porous structure to the mechanical properties,
porous W with coarsened ligament sizes may be developed by vaccum thermal dealloying [84] of a nc W1-x Cux percursor at varying
temperatures. As the grain textures changes with the degree of the
severe plastic deformation [37,38], reverse phase dissolution of a
coarse-grained W1-x Cux with different severe plastic deformation
may be an another option to create porous W for addressing the
internal structure inﬂuence on the mechanical properties of metallic foams.
This work for the ﬁrst time evolves the fabrication of low density and ultra-strong nanoporous W on a bulk scale. Moreover, it
is worth pointing out that the developed reverse phase dissolution
method is generally applicable. Thus, it will facilitate developments
of other attractive nanoporous active metals which are diﬃcult to
obtain using a classical electrochemical dealloying approach. The
promising mechanical results of nanoporous tungsten will serve as
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a foundation for forthcoming related scientiﬁc studies and engineering applications. The created nanoporous tungsten itself serves
an model for promoting our basic understanding of foam response
in an extreme radiation environment.
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